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While the burgeoning trend in online social networks has gained much attention from the media, few studies in library science have yet to address the topic in depth. This article reports on a survey of 126 academic librarians concerning their perspectives toward Facebook.com, an online network for students. Findings suggest that librarians are overwhelmingly aware of the “Facebook phenomenon.” Those who are most enthusiastic about the potential of online social networking suggested ideas for using Facebook to promote library services and events. Few individuals reported problems or distractions as a result of patrons accessing Facebook in the library. When problems have arisen, strict regulation of access to the site seems unfavorable. While some librarians were excited about the possibilities of Facebook, the majority surveyed appeared to consider Facebook outside the purview of professional librarianship.

During the fall of 2005, librarians noticed something unusual going on in the Houston Cole Library (HCL) at Jacksonville State University (JSU). Students were coming into the library in droves. Patrons waited in lines with photos to use the public-access scanner (a stack of discarded pictures quickly grew). Library traffic was noticeably busier than usual and the computer lab was constantly full, as were the public-access terminals. The hubbub seemed to center around one particular Web site. Once students found available computers, they were likely to stay glued to them for long stretches of time, mesmerized and lost in what was later determined to be none other than “Facebook addiction.” This addiction was all the more obvious the day the Internet was down. Withdrawal was severe. Soon after the librarians noticed this curious behavior, an article in the Chanticleer, the campus newspaper for JSU, dispelled the mystery surrounding the Web-site brouhaha. A campus reporter broke the exciting news to the JSU community that “after months of waiting and requests from across the country, it’s finally here. JSU is officially on Facebook.” The library suddenly became a popular hangout for students in search of computers to access Facebook.

Apparently JSU jumped on the bandwagon relatively late. The Facebook craze had already spread throughout other colleges and universities since the Web site was founded in February 2004 by Mark Zuckerberg, a former student at Harvard University. The creators of Facebook vaguely define the site as “a social utility that connects you with the people around you.” Although originally created to allow students to search for other students at colleges and universities, the site has expanded to allow individuals to connect in high schools, companies, and within regions. Recently, Zuckerberg has also announced plans to expand the network to military bases. Currently, students and alumni in more than 2,200 colleges and universities communicate, connect with other students, and catch up with past high school classmates daily through the network. Students who may never physically meet on campus (a rather serendipitous occurrence in nature) have the opportunity to connect through Facebook. Establishing virtual identities by creating profiles on the site, students post photographs, descriptions of academic and personal interests such as academic majors, campus organizations of which they are members, political orientation, favorite authors and musicians, and any other information they wish to share about themselves. Facebook’s search engine allows users to search for students, faculty, and staff with similar interests by keyword. It would be hard to gauge how many of these students actually meet in person after connecting through Facebook. The authors of this study have heard students mention that either they or their friends have made dates with other students on campus through Facebook. Many of the “friends” Facebook users first add when they initially establish their accounts are the ones they are already acquainted with in the physical world.

When Facebook made its debut at JSU, it had become the “ninth most highly trafficked Web site in the U.S.” One source estimated that 85 percent of college students whose institutions are registered in Facebook’s directory have created personal profiles on the site. Membership for the university network requires a university e-mail address, and an institution cannot be registered in the directory unless a significant number of students request that the school be added. Currently, more than nine million people are registered on Facebook.

Soon after JSU was registered on Facebook’s directory, librarians began to receive questions regarding use of the scanner and requests for help uploading pictures to Facebook profiles. Students seemed surprisingly open about showing librarians their profiles, which usually contained more information than the librarians wanted to know. However, not all students were enthusiastic about Facebook. Complaints began to surface from students awaiting access to computers for academic work while classmates “tied up” computers on Facebook. Some students complained about the distraction Facebook caused...
in the library’s computer lab, a complaint that eventually reached the president of JSU. Currently, the administration at JSU has decided to block access to Facebook in the computer labs on campus, including the lab in the library. Opinions of faculty and staff in the library about Facebook vary. Some librarians scoff at this new trend, viewing the site primarily as just another dating service. Others have created their own Facebook accounts just to see how it works, to connect with students, and to keep up with the latest Internet fad.7

■ Study rationale

Prompted by the issues that have arisen at HCL as a result of heavy patron use of Facebook, the authors surveyed academic librarians throughout the United States to find out what impact, if any, the site has had on other libraries. The authors sought information about the practical effect Facebook has had on libraries, as well as librarians’ perspectives, perceived roles associated with, and awareness of Internet social trends and their place in the library. Online social networking, like e-mail and instant messaging, is emerging as a new method of communication. Recently, the librarians have heard Facebook being used as a verb (e.g., “I’ll Facebook you”). Few would probably disagree that making social connections and friends (and Facebook revolves around connecting friends) is an important aspect of the campus experience. Much of the attraction students and alumni have toward college yearbooks (housed in the library) stems from the same fascination that viewing photos, student profiles, and searching for past and present classmates on Facebook inspires. Emphasis in this study centers on librarians’ awareness of, experimentation with, and attitudes towards Facebook and whether or not they have created policies to regulate or block access to the site on public-access computers.

However trendy an individual Web site such as Facebook may appear, online social networking, a category Facebook falls within, has become a new subject of inquiry to marketing professionals, sociologists, communication scholars, and library and information scientists. Downes defines social networks as a “collection of individuals linked together by a set of relations.”8 According to Downes, “Social networking Web sites fostering the development of explicit ties between individuals as ‘friends’ began to appear in 2002.”9 Facebook is just one of many popular online social network sites (MySpace, Friendster, Flickr), and survey respondents often asked why questions focused solely on Facebook. The authors decided to investigate it specifically because it is currently the largest online social network targeted for the academic environment.

Librarians are also increasingly exploring the use of what have loosely been referred to as “Internet 2.0” companies and services, such as Facebook, to interact with and reach out to our users in new and creative ways. The term Internet 2.0 was coined by O’Reilly Media to refer to Internet services such as blogs, wikis, online social networking sites, and types of networks that allow users the ability to interact and provide feedback. O’Reilly lists the core competencies that define Internet 2.0 services. One of these competencies, which might be of particular interest to librarians, is that Internet 2.0 services must “trust the users” as “co-developers.”10 As librarians struggle to develop innovative ways to reach users beyond library walls, it seems logical to observe online services, such as Facebook and MySpace, which appeal to a huge portion of our clientele.

From a purely evaluative standpoint of the site as a database, the authors were impressed by several of the search features offered in Facebook. Graph-theory algorithms and other advanced network technology are used to process connections.11 Some of the more interesting search options available in Facebook include the ability to:

■ search for students by course field, class number, or section;
■ search for students in a particular major;
■ search for students in a particular student organization or club;
■ create “groups” for student organizations, clubs, or other students with common interests;
■ post announcements about campus or organization events;
■ search specifically for alumni; and
■ block or limit who may view profiles, providing users with built-in privacy protection if the user so wishes.

Since the authors finished the study, the site has added a News Feed and a Mini Feed, features that allow users to keep track of their friends’ notes, messages, profile changes, friend connections, and group events. In response to negative feedback about the News Feeds and Mini Feeds by users who felt their privacy was being violated, Facebook’s administrators created a way for users to turn off or limit information displayed in the feeds. The addition of this technology, however, provides a sophisticated level of connectivity that is a benefit to users who like to keep abreast of the latest happenings in their network of friends and groups. The Pulse, another feature on the site, keeps daily track of popular interests (e.g., favorite books) and member demographics (number of members, political orientation) and compares them with overall Facebook member averages. The authors were pleasantly surprised to discover that the Beatles and Led Zeppelin, beloved bands of the baby boomers,
continue to live on in the hearts of today’s students. These groups were ranked in the top ten favorite bands by students at JSU. As of October 2006, the top campaign issues expressed by Facebook users were: reducing the drinking age to eighteen (go figure) and legalization for same-sex marriage. Arguably, much of the information provided by Facebook is not academic in nature. However, an evaluation or review of Facebook might provide useful information to instruction librarians and database vendors regarding interface design and search capabilities that appeal to students. Provitera-McGlynn suggests that facilitating learning among millennials, who “represent 70 to 80 million people” born after 1992 (a large percentage of Facebook members) involves understanding how they interact and communicate.12 Awareness of students’ cultural and social interests, and how they interact online, may help older generations of academic librarians better connect with their constituents.

The literature on online social networks

Although social networks have been the subject of study by sociologists for years and social network theories have been established to describe how these networks function, the study of online social networks has received little attention from the scholarly community. In 1997, Garton, Haythornthwaite, and Wellman were among the first to describe a method, social network analysis, for studying online social networks.13 Their work was published years before online social networks similar to Facebook evolved. Currently, the literature on these networks is predominantly limited to popular news publications, business magazines, occasional blurbs in library science and communications journals, and numerous student newspapers.14

Privacy issues and concerns about sexual predators lurking on Facebook and similar sites have been the focus of most articles. In the Chronicle of Higher Education, Read details numerous arrests, suspensions, and scholarship withdrawals that have resulted from police and administrators searching for incriminating information students have posted in Facebook.15 Read discovered that, because students naively reveal so much information about their activities, some campus police were regularly trolling Facebook, finding it “an invaluable ally in protecting their campuses.”16 Students may feel a false sense of security when they post to Facebook, regarding it as their private space. However, Read warns that “as more and more colleges offer alumni e-mail accounts, and as campus administrators demonstrate more Internet savvy, students are finding that their conversations are playing to a wider audience than they may have anticipated.”17 Privacy concerns expressed about Facebook appear to revolve more around surveillance than stalkers. In a Web seminar on issues regarding Facebook use in higher education, Shawn McGuirk, director of Judicial Affairs, Mediation, and Education at Fitchburg State College, Massachusetts, recommends that administrators and others concerned with students posting potentially incriminating, embarrassing, or overtly personal information draft a document similar to the one created by Cornell University’s Office of Information Technologies, which advises students on how to safely and responsibly use online social networking sites similar to Facebook.18

After pointing out the positive benefits of Facebook and reassuring students that Cornell University is proud of its liberal policy in not monitoring online social networks, the essay, entitled “Thoughts on Facebook,” provides poignant advice and examples of privacy issues revolving around Facebook and similar Web sites.19 The Golden Rule of this essay states:

Don’t say anything about someone else that you would not want said about yourself. And be gentle with yourself too! What might seem fun or spontaneous at 18, given caching technologies, might prove to be a liability to an on-going sense of your identity over the longer course of history.20

A serious concern discussed in this document is the real possibility that potential employers may scan Facebook profiles for the “real skinny” on job candidates. However, unless the employer uses an e-mail issued from the same school as the candidate, he or she is unable to look at the individual’s full profile without first requesting permission from the candidate to be added as a “friend.” All the employer is able to view is the user’s name, school affiliation, and picture (if the user has posted one). Unless the user has posted an inappropriate picture or is applying for a job at the college he or she is attending, the threat of employers snooping for information on potential candidates in Facebook is minimal. The same, however, cannot be said of MySpace, which is much more open and accessible to the public.

Additionally, three pilot research studies have also focused on privacy issues specifically relating to Facebook, including those of Stutzman, Gross and Acquisti, and Govani and Pashley. Results from all three studies revealed strikingly close findings. Individuals who participated in the studies seemed willing to disclose personal information about themselves—such as photos and sometimes even phone numbers and mailing addresses—on Facebook profiles even though students also seemed to be aware that this information was not secure. In a study of fifty Carnegie Mellon University undergraduate users, Govani and Pashley concluded that these users “generally feel comfortable sharing their personal information in a campus environment. Participants said they “had nothing to hide” and “they don’t really
A separate study of more than four thousand Facebook members at the same institution by Gross and Acquisti echoed these findings. Comparing identity elements shared by members of Facebook, MySpace, Friendster, and the University of North Carolina Directory, Stutzman discovered that a significant number of users shared personal information about themselves in online social networks, particularly Facebook, which had the highest level of campus participation. Gross and Acquisti provide a list of explanations suggesting why Facebook members are so open about sharing personal information online. Three explanations that are particularly convincing are that “the perceived benefit of selectively revealing data to strangers may appear larger than the perceived costs of possible privacy invasions”; “relaxed attitudes toward (or lack of interest in) personal privacy”; and “faith in the networking service or trust in its members.”

In public libraries, concern has primarily centered on teenagers accessing MySpace.com, an online networking site much larger than Facebook. MySpace, whose membership, unlike Facebook, does not require an .edu e-mail address, has a staggering 43 million users, a number that continues to rise. Julian Aiken, a reference librarian at the New Haven Free Public Library, wrote about the unpopular stance he took when his library decided to ban access to MySpace due to the hysterical hype of media reports exposing the dangers from online predators lurking on the site. For Aiken, the damage of censorship policies in libraries far outweighs the potential risk of sex crimes. Furthermore, he suggests that there are even educational benefits of MySpace, observing that “[t]eenagers are using MySpace to work on collaborative projects and learn the computer and design skills that are increasingly necessary today.” What is apparent is that whether Facebook continues to rise in popularity or fizzes out among the college crowd, the next generation of college students, who now constitute the largest percentage of MySpace users, are already solidly entrenched and adept at using online social networks. Librarians in institutions of higher education might need to consider what implications the communication style preferences of these future students could have, if any, on library services.

While most of the academic attention regarding online social networks has centered on privacy concerns, perhaps the business sector has done a more thorough investigation of user behavior and students’ growing attraction towards these types of sites. Business magazines have naturally focused on the market potential, growth, and fluctuating popularity of various online social networks. Advertisers and investors have sought ways to capitalize on the exponential growth of these high-traffic sites. Business Week reported that as of October 2005, Facebook .com had 4.2 million members. More than half of those members were between the ages of twelve and twenty-four. While some portended that the site was losing momentum, as of August 2006, membership on Facebook had expanded beyond eight million. Marketing experts have closely studied, apparently more so than communication scholars, the behavior of users in online social networks. In a popular business magazine, Hempel and Lehman describe user behavior of the “MySpace Generation”: “Although networks are still in their infancy, experts think they’re already creating new forms of social behavior that blur the distinctions between online and real-world interactions.” The study of user behavior in online social networks, however, has yet to be addressed in length by those outside the field of marketing.

Although evidence of interest in online social networks is apparent in librarian Weblogs and forums (many librarians have created Facebook groups for their libraries), actual literature in the field of library and information science is scarce. Dvorak questions the lack of interest displayed by the academic community toward online social networks as a focus of scholarly research. Calling on academics to “get to work,” he argues “academia, which should be studying these phenomena, is just as out of the loop as anyone over 30.” This disconnect is also echoed by Michael J. Bugeja, director of the Greenlee School of Journalism and Communication at Iowa State University, who writes, “While I’d venture to say that most students on any campus are regular visitors to Facebook, many professors and administrators have yet to hear about Facebook, let alone evaluate its impact.” The lack of published research articles on these types of networks, however, is understandable given the newness of the technology.

A few members of the academic community have suggested opportunities for using Facebook to communicate with and reach out to students. In a journal specifically geared toward student services in higher education, Shier considers the impact of Facebook on campus community building. Although she cannot identify an academic purpose for Facebook, she describes how the site can contribute to the academic social life of a campus. Facebook provides students with a virtual campus experience, particularly in colleges where students are commuters or are in distance education. Shier writes, “As the student’s definition of community moves beyond the geographic and physical limitations, Facebook.com provides one way for students to find others with common interests, feel as though they are part of a large community, and also find out about others in their classes.” Furthermore, Facebook membership extends beyond students to faculty, staff, and alumni. Shier cites examples of professors who used Facebook to connect or communicate with their students, including the president of the University of Iowa and more than one hundred professors at Duke University. Professors who teach online courses make
themselves seem more human or approachable by establishing Facebook profiles.36

Greeting students on their own turf is exactly the direction staff at Washington University’s John M. Olin Library decided to take when they hired Web Services librarian Joy Weese Moll to communicate and answer questions through a variety of new technologies, including Facebook.37 Brian Mathews, information services librarian at Georgia Institute of Technology, also created a Facebook profile in order to “interact with the students in their natural environment.”38 Mathews decided to experiment with the possibilities of using Facebook as an outreach tool to promote library services to 1,700 students in the School of Mechanical Engineering after he discovered that 1,300 of these students were registered on Facebook. Advising librarians to become proactive in the use of online social networks, Mathews reported that overall, his experience helped him to effectively “expand the goal of promoting the library.”39 Bill Drew was among the first librarians to create an account and profile for his library, the SUNY Morrisville Library. As of September 2006, nearly one hundred librarians had created profiles or accounts for their libraries on Facebook. One month later, however, the administration at Facebook began shutting down library accounts on the grounds that libraries and institutions were not allowed to represent themselves with profiles as though they were individuals. In response, many of these libraries simply created groups for their libraries, which is completely appropriate, similar to creating a profile, and just as searchable as having an account. The authors of this study created the “Houston Cole Library Users Want Answers!” group, which currently has ninety-one members. Library news and information of interest about the library is announced in the group.40 In this study, one trend the authors will try to identify is whether other librarians have considered or are already using Facebook in similar ways that Moll, Mathews, and Drew have explored as avenues for communicating with students or promoting library services.

The survey

In February 2006, 244 surveys were mailed to reference or public service librarians (when the identity of those persons could be determined). These individuals were chosen from a random sample of the 850 institutions of higher education classified by the Carnegie Classification Listing of Higher Education Institutions as “Master’s Colleges and Universities (I and II)” and “Doctoral/ Research Universities (Extensive and Intensive).”41 The sample size provided a 5.3 percent margin error and a 95 percent confidence level. One hundred twenty-six surveys were completed, providing a response rate of 51 percent. Fifteen survey questions (appendix A) were designed to target three areas of inquiry: awareness of Facebook, practical impact of the site on library services, and perspectives of librarians toward online social networks.

Awareness of Facebook

A series of questions on the survey queried respondents about their awareness and degree of knowledge about Facebook. The overwhelming majority of librarians were aware of Facebook’s existence. Out of 126 librarians, 114 had at least heard of Facebook; 24 were not familiar with the site. As one individual wrote, “I had not heard of Facebook before your survey came, but I checked and our institution is represented in Facebook.” Universities registered in Facebook are easily located through a search-by-region on Facebook’s home page. Thirty-eight colleges and universities for Alabama (JSU’s location) are registered in Facebook. (In comparison, 143 academic institutions in California are listed.) Out of those librarians who had heard of the site, 27 were not sure whether their institutions were registered in Facebook’s directory. Sixty survey participants were aware that their institutions were registered in the directory, while fifteen librarians reported that their universities were not registered (figure 1). Several comments at the end of the survey indicated that some of the institutions surveyed did not issue school e-mail accounts, making membership in Facebook impossible for their university. Interestingly, out of the sixty individuals who could claim that their universities were in the directory, 34 percent have created their own personal Facebook accounts and two libraries have individual profiles (figure 2). One individual who established an account on the site wrote, “Personally, I’m a little embarrassed by having an account because it’s such a teeny-bopper kind of thing and I’m a little old for it. But it’s an interesting cultural phenomenon and academic librarians need to get on the bandwagon with it, if only to better understand their constituents.” Another survey respondent with an individual profile on the site reported a group created by his or her institution on Facebook titled “I totally want to have sex in the library.” This individual wanted to make it clear, however, that the students—not the librarians—created this group. A particularly helpful participant went so far as to poll the reference colleagues in all nine of the libraries at his/her institution and found that “only a few had even heard of Facebook.” That librarians will become increasingly aware of online social networks was the sentiment expressed by another individual who wrote, “Most librarians at my institution are unaware of social software in general, much less Facebook. However, I think this will change in the future as social software is mentioned more often in traditional media (such as television and newspapers).”

According to survey responses, it does not appear
that use of Facebook by students has been as noticeable or distracting in other libraries as it has been at HCL. When asked to describe their observation of student use of library computers to access Facebook, 56 percent of those surveyed checked “rarely to never.” Only 20 percent indicated “most of the time” to “all of the time” (table 1). However, it is important to remember that only sixty individuals could verify that their institutions are registered on Facebook. Through comments, some librarians hinted that “snooping” or keeping mental notes of what students view on library computers is frowned upon. It simply is not our business. “We do not regulate or track student use of computers in the library,” wrote one individual. Several librarians noted that students were using Facebook in the libraries, but more so on personal laptops than public-access computers.

**Practical impact of Facebook**

Another goal of this study was to find out whether Facebook has had any real impact on library services, such as an increase in bandwidth, library traffic, and noise, or in use of public-access computers, scanners, or other equipment. Student complaints about monopolization of computers for use of Facebook led administrators to block the site from computer labs at JSU. Access to Facebook on public-access terminals, however, was not regulated. Survey responses revealed that Facebook has had minimal impact on library services elsewhere. Only one library was forced to develop a policy for specifically addressing computer-use concerns as a result of Facebook use. One individual mailed the sign posted on every computer terminal in the library, which states, “If you are using a computer for games, chat, or other recreational activity, please limit your usage to thirty minutes. Computers are primarily intended for academic use.” Another librarian reported that academic computing staff had to shut down access to Facebook on library computers due to bandwidth and access issues. This individual, however, added, “Interestingly, no one has complained to the library staff about its absence!” Given a list of possible effects Facebook may have had on library services and operations, 10 percent of respondents indicated that Facebook has increased patron use of computers. Seven percent agreed that it has increased patron traffic, and only 2 percent reported that the site has created bandwidth problems or slowed down Internet access. Only four individuals received patron complaints about other users “tying up” the computers with Facebook (figure 3).

Since the advent of Facebook, the public scanner has become one of the hottest items in HCL. Librarians at JSU know that use of the scanner has increased tremendously due to Facebook because the scanner used by students to upload photos is attached to a public workstation next to the general reference desk. Students often ask questions about uploading pictures to their Facebook profiles as well as how to edit photos (e.g., resizing and cropping). One survey question asked whether scanner use had increased as a result of Facebook. Of the sixty-two respondents who answered this question (it was indicated that only those libraries that provide public access to scanners should answer the question), 77 percent reported that

**Table 1. Student use of library computers to access Facebook (based on observation)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some of the time</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All the time</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most of the time</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 1. Institutions added to the Facebook directory](image)
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scanner use had not increased. Furthermore, only two librarians have assisted students with the scanner or provided any other type of assistance, for that matter, with Facebook. The assistance the two librarians gave included scanning photographs, editing photos, uploading photos to Facebook profiles, and creating accounts. However, in a separate question, 21 percent of participants agreed that librarians should be responsible for helping students, when needed, with questions about Facebook. No librarian has added additional equipment such as computers or scanners as a result of Facebook. Only one individual reported future plans by his/her library to add additional equipment in the future as a result of heavy use of the site.

**Perspectives toward Facebook**

One of the main goals of the study was to obtain a snapshot of the perspectives and attitudes of librarians toward Facebook and online social networks in general. Most of the librarians surveyed were neither enthusiastic nor disdainful of Facebook. A small group of the respondents, however, when given the chance to comment, were extremely positive and excited about the possibilities of online social networking. Twenty-one individuals saw no connection between libraries and Facebook. Sixty-seven librarians were in agreement that computer use for academic purposes should take priority, when needed, over use of Facebook. However, fifty-one respondents indicated that librarians needed to keep up with Internet trends, such as Facebook, even when such trends are not academic in nature (table 2). Out of 126 librarians who completed the survey, only 23 reported that Facebook has generated discussion among library faculty and staff about online social networks. On the other hand, few individuals voiced negative opinions toward Facebook. Only 5 percent of those surveyed indicated that Facebook annoyed faculty and staff. One individual wrote, “I don’t like Facebook or most social networking services. They encourage the formation of cliques and keep users from meeting and accepting those who are different than themselves.” Comments like this, however, were rare. Although the majority of librarians seemed fairly apathetic toward Facebook, few individuals expressed negative comments toward the site.

Few librarians indicated that Facebook should be addressed or regulated in library policy. Most individuals viewed the site as just another communication tool similar to instant messaging or cell phones. In fact, while most librarians did not express much interest in Facebook, many were quite vocal about not regulating its use. The following comment by one survey participant captures this sentiment: “Attempts to restrict use of Facebook in the library would be futile, in my opinion, in the same way it is now impossible to ban use of USB drives and AIM in academic libraries.” While most indi-

**Table 2. Access, assistance, and awareness of Facebook and similar trends: perspectives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer use for academic purposes should take priority, when needed, over use of Facebook.</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarians need to “keep up” with Internet trends, such as Facebook, even when these trends are not academic in nature.</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library resources should not be monopolized with use of Facebook.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarians should help students, when able, with questions regarding Facebook.</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no connection between libraries and Facebook.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student use of Facebook on library computers should not be regulated.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library computers should be available for access to Facebook, but librarians should not feel that it is their responsibility to assist students with questions regarding the site.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Respondents were allowed to check any or all responses that applied.)
Some librarians agreed that academic use of computers should take priority over recreational use, a polite request that a patron using Facebook allow another student to use the computer for academic purposes, when necessary, appears more preferable than the creation and enforcement of strict policies. As one librarian put it, “I don’t want students to see the library as a place where they are ‘policed’ unnecessarily.”

When asked if Facebook serves any academic purpose, 54 percent of those surveyed indicated that it does not, while 34 percent were “not sure.” Twelve percent of the librarians identified academic potential or possible benefits of the site (figure 4). The authors were surprised to find that 46 percent of those surveyed were not completely willing to dismiss Facebook as pure recreation. Some librarians found Facebook to be a distraction to academics: “Maybe I’m old fashioned, but when do students find time for this kind of thing? I wonder about the impact of distractions like this on academic pursuits. There’s still only twenty-four hours in a day.”

Another individual asked two students who were using Facebook in the library what they thought of the site and they admitted that it was “frequently a distraction from academic work.” For the 34 percent who were not sure whether Facebook has any academic value, there were comments such as “I am continuing to observe and will decide in the future.”

Academic uses for Facebook included suggestions that it be used as a communication tool for student collaboration in classes (Facebook allows students to search for other students by course and section number). One individual suggested it could be used as an “online study hall,” but then wondered if this might lead to plagiarism. Some thought instructors could somehow use Facebook for conducting online discussion forums, with one participant observing “it’s ‘cooler’ than using Blackboard.” “Building rapport” with students through a communication medium that many students are comfortable with was another benefit mentioned.

Respondents who were enthusiastic about Facebook thought it most beneficial as a virtual extension of the campus. Facebook could potentially fill a void where face-to-face connections are absent in online and distance-education classes. Several librarians suggested that Facebook has had a positive influence in fostering collegiate bonds and school spirit. As one individual wrote, “[t]he academic environment is not only responsible for scholarly growth, but personal growth as well. This is just one method for students to interact in our highly technological society.” Facebook could provide students who are not physically on campus with a means to connect with other students at their institutions who have similar academic and social interests.

Some librarians were so enthusiastic about Facebook that they suggested libraries use the site to promote their services. Using the site to advertise library events and creating online library study groups and book clubs for students were some of the ideas expressed. One librarian wrote: “Facebook (and other social networking sites) can be a way for libraries to market themselves. I haven’t seen students using Facebook in an academic manner, but there was a time when librarians frowned on e-mail and AIM too. If it becomes a part of students’ lives, we need to welcome it. It’s part of welcoming them, too.”

More librarians, however, felt that Facebook should serve as a space exclusively for students and that librarians, professors, administrators, police, and other uninvited folks should keep out. Furthermore, as one individual noted, it is not “an appropriate venue” for librarians to promote their services.

While the review of literature demonstrates that much has been made of online social networks and privacy issues, the librarians surveyed were not particularly concerned about privacy. Only 19 percent indicated that they were concerned about privacy issues related to Facebook. However, some librarians voiced concerns that many students are ignorant about the risks of posting personal information and photographs on Facebook and do not seem fully aware of the possibility that individuals outside their social sphere might also have reason to access the site. One individual mentioned that the librarians at her institution have begun to emphasize this to students during library instruction sessions on Internet research and evaluation.

**Figure 4.** Finds conceivable academic value in Facebook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>12% (12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not sure</td>
<td>34% (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>54% (54)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Limitations**

Several limitations to this study must be noted when attempting to reach any type of conclusion. Participants who had never heard of Facebook obviously could not answer any questions except that they were not familiar with the site. Some questions required respondents to “guesstimate.” Unless librarians have access to their
institution’s Internet usage statistics, it would be hard for
them to really know how much bandwidth is being used
by students accessing Facebook. Librarians, having been
trained in a profession that places a high value on freedom
of access, might also be wary of activities that suggest any
type of censorship. Therefore, it is conceivable that some
of the librarians surveyed do not know whether students
are using Facebook in the library because they make a
point not to snoop or make note of individual Web sites
that students view.

Discussion

While online education is growing at a rapid rate across
the United States, so is the presence of virtual academic
social communities. Although Facebook might prove to
be a passing fad, it is one of the earliest and largest online
social networking communities geared specifically for
students in higher education. It represents a new form
of communication that connects students socially in an
online environment. If online academics have evolved
and continue to do so, then it is only natural that online
academic social environments, such as Facebook, will
continue to evolve as well. While traditionally considered
the heart of the campus, one is left to ponder the library’s
presence in online academic social networks. What role
the library will serve in these environments might largely
depend on whether librarians are proactive and experi-
mental with this type of technology or whether they
simply dismiss it as pure recreation. Emerging technolo-
gies for communication should provoke, at the very least,
an interest in and knowledge of their presence among
library and information science professionals.

This survey found that librarians were overwhelmingly
aware of and moderately knowledgeable about Facebook.
Some librarians were interested in and fascinated with
Facebook, but preferred to study it as outsiders. Others
had adopted the technology, but more for the purpose, it
would seem, of having a better understanding of today’s
students and why Facebook (and other online social net-
working sites) appeals to so many of them. It is apparent
from this study that there is a fine line between what now
constitutes “academic” activity and “recreational” activity
in the library. Sites like Facebook seem to blur this line fur-
ther and librarians do not seem eager or find it necessary
to distinguish between the two unless absolutely pressed
(e.g., asking a student to sign out of Facebook when other
patrons are waiting to use computers for academic work).
One area of attention this study points to is a lack of con-
cern among librarians toward the Internet and privacy
issues. Some individuals surveyed suggested that librar-
ians play a larger role in making students aware that people
outside their society of friends—namely, administrative or
authority figures—have the ability to access the informa-
tion they post online to social networks.

Participants were most enthusiastic about Facebook’s
role as a space where students in the same institution can
connect and share a common collegiate bond. Librarians
who have not yet “checked out” Facebook might consider
one individual’s description of the site as “just another ver-

cion of the college yearbook that has become interactive.”
Among the most cherished books in HCL that document
campus life at JSU are the Mimosa Yearbooks. Alumni and
students regularly flip through this treasure trove of pho-
tographs and memories. No administrator or librarian
would dare weed this collection or find its presence irrele-
vant. While year books archive campus yesteryears, online
social networks are dynamically documenting the here
and now of campus life and shaping the future of how we
communicate. As Casey writes, “Libraries are in the habit
of providing the same services and the same programs to
the same groups. We grow comfortable with our provision
and we fail to change.” By exploring popular new types of
Internet services such as Facebook instead of quickly
dismissing them as irrelevant to librarianship, we might
learn new ways to reach out and communicate better with
a larger segment of our users.
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Appendix A: Survey on the Impact of Facebook on Academic Libraries

1. Has your institution been added to the Facebook directory?
   - Yes
   - No (skip to questions 10, 11, and 12)
   - Not sure (skip to questions 10, 11, and 12)
   - I am not familiar with Facebook (skip all questions and submit)

2. Which best describes your involvement with Facebook?
   - I have a personal account
   - My library has an account
   - No involvement

3. Which best describes your observation of student use of library computers to access Facebook?
   - All the time
   - Most of the time
   - Some of the time
   - Rarely
   - Never

4. Has your library added additional equipment such as computers or scanners as a result of Facebook use?
   - Yes
   - No
   - No, but we plan to in the future

5. Have patrons complained about other patrons using library computers for Facebook?
   - Yes
   - No
   - Not sure

6. Has your library had to develop a policy or had to address computer use concerns as a result of Facebook use?
   - Yes
   - No
   - Not sure

7. If your library provides public access to a scanner, has patron use of scanners increased due to the use of Facebook?
   - Yes
   - No

8. Have you assisted students with the library’s scanner for Facebook?
   - Yes
   - No

9. If you have provided assistance to students with Facebook, please check all that apply:
   - Creating accounts
   - Scanning photographs or offering advice on where students can access a scanner
   - Editing photographs (e.g., resizing photos or use of a photo editor)
   - Uploading photographs to Facebook profiles
   - Other ________________________________

10. Check the responses that best describe your opinion about the responsibilities of librarians in assisting students with Facebook questions and access to the Web site:
    - Student use of Facebook on library computers should not be regulated.
    - Library resources should not be monopolized with Facebook use.
    - Computer use for academic purposes should take priority, when needed, over use of Facebook.
    - Librarians should help students, when able, with Facebook questions.
    - Librarians need to “keep up” with Internet trends, such as Facebook, even if they are not academic in nature.
    - There is no connection between librarians, libraries, and Facebook.
    - Library computers should be available for Facebook use, but librarians should not feel that they need to assist students with Facebook questions.

11. Would you consider Facebook to be a relevant academic endeavor?
    - Yes
    - No
    - Not sure
12. If you answered “Yes” to question 11, please describe how Facebook could be considered an academic endeavor.

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

13. Please check all answers that best describe what effect, if any, use of Facebook in the library has had on library services and operations?
   - Has increased patron traffic
   - Has increased patron use of computers
   - Has created computer access problems for patrons
   - Has created bandwidth problems or slowed down Internet access
   - Has generated complaints from other patrons
   - Annoys library faculty and staff
   - Interests library faculty and staff
   - Has generated discussion among library faculty and staff about Facebook

14. Is privacy a concern you have about students using Facebook in the library?
   - Yes
   - No
   - Not sure

Please list any observations, concerns, or opinions you have regarding Facebook use in libraries.

---

Editorial continued from page 3

extracted the paragraphs from my Palm to my desktop, and saved that document and the TOCs on a Universal Serial Bus (USB) key. Today, I combined them in a new document on my laptop and keyed the remaining paragraphs in my room at an inn on a pier jutting into Commencement Bay in Tacoma on southern Puget Sound. I sought inspiration from the view out my window of the water and the fall color, from Old Crow Medicine Show on my iPod, and from early sixties Beyond the Fringe skits on my Treo.

Fred Kilgour was committed to delivering information to users when and where they wanted it. Libraries must solve that challenge today, and I am confident that we shall.